We present here an approach to the ne structure of L based solely on elementary modeltheoretic ideas, and illustrate its use in a proof of Global Square in L. We thereby avoid the L evy hierarchy of formulas and the subtleties of master codes and projecta, introduced by Jensen 1972] in the original form of the theory. Our theory could appropriately be called \Hy-per ne Structure Theory", as we make use of a hierarchy of structures and hull operations which re nes the traditional L { or J {sequences with their n -hull operations.
Introduction
In 1938, K. G odel de ned the model L of set theory to show the relative consistency of Cantor's Continuum Hypothesis. L is de ned as a union L = 2Ord L of initial segments which satisfy: L 0 = ;, L = S < L for limit ordinals , and, crucially, L +1 = the collection of 1st order de nable subsets of L . Since every transitive model of set theory must be closed under 1st order de nability, L turns out to be the smallest inner model of set theory. Thus it occupies the central place in the set theoretic spectrum of models. The proof of the continuum hypothesis in L is based on the very uniform hierarchical de nition of the L{hierarchy. The Condensation Lemma states that if : M ! L is an elementary embedding, M transitive, then M = L for some ; the lemma can be proved by induction on . If a real, i.e., a subset of !, is de nable over some L , then by a L owenheim-Skolem argument it is de nable over some countable M as above, and hence over some L , < ! 1 . This allows one to list the reals in L in length ! 1 and therefore proves the Continuum Hypothesis in L.
This type of argument has been re ned in a striking way in R. Jensen's Fine Structure Theory 1972] . Roughly speaking, Jensen was able to nd, uniformly, a Skolem function for n {formulae over L which itself has a n {de nition over L . If an interesting phenomenon like the collapse or the singularisation of an ordinal is n {de nable over L we can use the n {Skolem function to achieve that e ect canonically. Simultaneously, the n {Skolem function produces substructures which condense down to L 's, preserving the de nition of the Skolem function. So the construction over L will \cohere" nicely with an analogous construction over L which is essential for the coherence properties in Jensen's principles and \morass". These principles have proved to be central to the resolution of a number of important questions in set theory, not necessarily connected to the constructible universe.
The method of Jensen presents a veritable tour de force even by today's standards of set theoretical sophistication. The L 's, or rather the J 's, have to be expanded by (iterated) projecta, standard parameters, mastercodes and reducts to ensure the preservation of higher levels of the L evy{hierarchy of formulae in condensation arguments. Only after understanding those nestructural notions can one turn to the combinatorial aspects of a {proof, for example. These complications have motivated attempts to simplify ne structure theory. Silver and then Magidor 1990] work with Skolem functions for n {formulae which are not quite n {de nable but are still preserved in condensations. Such \approximations" to ne structure theory were particularly successfull in mild applications of the theory as, e.g., in the proof of the famous Jensen Covering Theorem. Earlier, Silver had employed \ma-chines" on ordinals which compute the truth predicate for the L {hierarchy and which allow to concentrate on the combinatorics of Jensen's constructions (Silver 197 ?], Devlin 1984] and Richardson 1978] ). The approach of Friedman 1997] , based on Jensen's approach, eliminates certain unnatural parameters, but is otherwise very close in spirit to Jensen's original ne structure theory.
In this article we present a natural alternative to ne structure theory, employing elementary concepts from model theory rather than ideas derived from recursion theory. The approach shares some technical properties with Silver machines but we are solely working on the basis of the familiar L { hierarchy which we shall expand by restricted Skolem functions.
As a motivation let us consider the process of singularisation of an ordinal in L. Suppose ' n = '. The inclusion of the Skolem functions for all subformulae of ' n will ensure the condensation property for such singularising structures.
These structures provide us with a very ne interpolation between successive L {levels: L ; : : : : : :; L ( ;';p _ ) ; : : :: : :; L +1 ; : : :: : : :
The enriched hierarchy satis es Condensation and a Finiteness Property which is reminiscent of the key property of Silver machines.
In the present article we apply the method to establish a Global Square principle in L, incorporating ideas of J. Silver (see Devlin 1984] ) and S. Friedman 1997] into the proof. We have also found very natural arguments for ( ; 1){morasses and for the Covering Theorem which we plan to publish in a subsequent article.
It is our hope that our approach will make the Fine Structure of L more accessible to a wide audience of set-theorists, and separate de nability issues from the combinatorial content of Jensen's arguments.
Names and Locations
For any 2 ORD, '(u;ṽ) a rst{order formula with n + 1 free variables, andx a sequence from L of length n, let I( ; ';x) denote fy 2 L j L j = '(y;x)g. Thus we can think of the above triples ( ; ';x) as names for elements of L. A central idea in our theory is to also view ( ; ';x) as a location for the structure L ( ;';x) in the ne hierarchy with an associated hull operation L ( ;';x) f g which approximates the usual Skolem hull operation on subsets of L . Before we de ne these notions we rst discuss the ordering of names (=locations) and prove a condensation result for \constructibly{ closed" subsets of L .
Wellorder names and constructible sets in the standard way as follows:
Consider 2{formulae built using :,^, _ and the existential quanti er 9.
We agree that every formula ' has a distinguished variable used for the I{operation and for existential quanti cations. When we write '(u;x), we intend that u is distinguished in '; then 9u' with any choice of distinguished variable is a new permitted formula. Let ' 0 , ' 1 , ' 2 , : : : be an !{ordering of permitted formulas, subformulas appearing earlier, which we assume to be xed throughout this article.
We take < 0 to be the vacuous ordering on L 0 = ;. If < is de ned as a wellordering of L then order sequences from L byx < lex ỹ i x is lexicographically less thenỹ, using < on the components ofx andỹ. Names ( ; ';x) where are ordered by:
( ; ' m ;x) e < ( ; ' n ;ỹ) i ( < ) _ ( = ^m < n) _ ( = ^m = n^x < Skolem Function. For a name ( ; ';x), let S( ; ';x) be the < L { least y 2 L such that L j = '(y;x), and set S( ; ';x) = 0 if such a y does not exist.
As we do not assume that is a limit ordinal and therefore do not have pairing, we make the following nonstandard de nition.
De nition: For X L andx a nite sequence we writex 2 X if each component ofx belongs to X. If ( ; ';x) is a name we write ( ; ';x) 2 X to mean that 2 X andx 2 X. The ne hierarchy is a very slow growing hierarchy which nonetheless satis es full condensation. This is the basis for its applications to ne structure theory.
Proposition 2 (Condensation) Let The condensation situation in proposition 2 is often written as : X = L s . The slow growth of the L s {hierarchy is expressed by a niteness property which says that at successor locations essentially only one more point enters the hulling process, and by continuity properties saying that at limit locations we just collect results of previous processes.
Proposition 3 (Finiteness Property) Let such that each y j is an element of X f g or y j is obtained from fy i j i < jg by using I, N, S: y j = I( ; ' n ;ỹ) or y j = S( ; ' n ;ỹ) or y j is a component of N(y) for some ;ỹ; y 2 fy i j i < jg.
We show by induction on j k: if y j 2 L then y j 2 U = fL r fXg j r is an {locationg: Case 1: y j 2 X f g. Then our claim is obvious.
Case 2: y j = I( ; ' n ;ỹ) (as in the rst of the three ways of obtaining y j from y 2 fy i j i < jg, displayed above). If < , then ;ỹ 2 U by the induction hypothesis and hence y j 2 U. If = , thenỹ 2 U by the induction hypothesis. Setting (v;w) = 8u (u 2 v ! ' n (u;w)) with distinguished variable v we obtain y j = S L (ỹ) 2 U.
Case 3: y j = S( ; ' n ;ỹ) (the second way of obtaining y j ). If < , then ;ỹ 2 U and y j 2 U. If = , thenỹ 2 U and y j = S L 'n (ỹ) 2 U.
Case 4: y j is a component of N(y i ) for some i < j (the third way of obtaining y j ). Choose a < -minimal p( ) L such that p( ) satis es Claim 5. Since in particular the old parameter p is generated by p( ) we have Claim 6: f < j = \ L s f p( )gg is bounded below . Let 0 < be the maximum of this set. Claim 9: C is closed unbounded in and ordertype(C ) < . This completes the de nition of the system hC j singulari, and we are left with proving the coherence property. Fix less than such that is a limit point of C . We have to show that is singular and C = C \ . falls under the Generic Case, as ordertype(C ) > !. Let 
